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The aims of this programme are to take you

through:
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ASSESSMENT

REFERRALS

TREATMENTS

– determine whether your child

has a speech and/ or language

difficulty.

– recommend suitable referrals.

– help you to create a home

programme of speech and

language activities to suit your

child.

AIMS OF THE PROGRAMME
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Assessment:

WHAT SHOULD MY CHILD BE DOING AT THIS STAGE?

Speech and Language Therapists assess the following areas when deciding whether a child

requires speech and language therapy:

Attention and listening skills

Play skills

Social Skills

Articulation

Comprehension of language

Expression of language e.g. Combining words to make phrases

and sentences

Reading and spellings

Sensory skills (may be assessed by an SLT)











Most of the children that I see present with some sensory issues, which are contributing to

their communication difficulties.

For example is your child seeking lots of movement, to the point that it is interfering with

this ability to sit, listen and concentrate? This is the child who may have difficulty

understanding and using language.

This is just one example that parents describe to me all the time and which can impact

greatly on a child’s speech and language skills. 

The sensory issues can be worked on easily to improve a child’s speech and language

development. By using simple sensory techniques your child will be able to listen better,

be calmer and more focused and better able to learn speech and language skills.

What about your child’s sensory skills?
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ASSESS YOUR CHILD’S SENSORY SKILLS 

AT HOME
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How to assess your child’s sensory skills?

OBSERVE YOUR CHILD

LOOK AT YOUR SENSORY CHECKLIST

USE THE CHECKLIST

– is he/she seeking or avoiding certain sensory stimuli.

that follows to decide whether your child presents

with some sensory issues.

that follows to work out exactly what your child is seeking and

avoiding sensory wise e.g. if your child is avoiding touch activities then

look to the touch avoiding sections for activities to develop your

child’s sense of touch. 

If your child is seeking movement activities then look to the movement

seeking section to find activities to help your child to become calmer

and more focused.
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Please tick as many statements as your feel are appropriate to your child:

AUDITORY

AVOIDING

Is startled or distressed by loud noises

Covers ears with hands for certain

sounds/noises

Dislikes certain low frequency sounds

e.g. hair-dryer, hand- dryer, food-mixer

SEEKING

Finds it difficult to work with background

noise

Appears not to hear what you say

Has difficulty paying attention

Has difficulty following instructions
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AVOIDING

Regularly becomes upset during

grooming i.e. washing, hair brushing

Can over-react to touch

Resists cuddling, pulls away from touch

SEEKING

Enjoys crashing and bumping into objects

and people

Constantly touches people and objects

Seems unaware when face and hands

are messy

TOUCH
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Can became upset when moving or

during movement experiences

Fears falling and heights

Becomes upset or sick when travelling in

the car

SEEKING

Constantly moving or running about

Moves so much that it interferes with

other activities

Finds it difficult to concentrate because

of need to move

MOVEMENT

AVOIDING
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Avoids certain food tastes or textures

Dislikes brushing teeth

Could be described as a picky eater

Enjoys foods that you wouldn’t expect

e.g. sour, bitter, spicy

Likes to chew on non-food items

Is unaware of food or liquid on his face

TASTE

SEEKINGAVOIDING
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Becomes tired easily

Poor endurance

Has a weak grasp

Seeks lots of rough’n’tumble play

Poor articulation

BODY



If your child presents with difficulty on the speech and

language checklist only then will he benefit from a

referral to your local Speech and Language Therapist

and also a referral to your local Audiologist for a

hearing assessment.

If your child presents with difficulty on the sensory

checklist only then would he benefit from being

referred to your local Occupational Therapist.

If your child presents with difficulty on both the

sensory and speech and language checklist then he

will benefit from a referral to both a Speech and

Language therapist and an Occupational Therapist.

Who do I refer my child to?
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WHO TO REFER YOUR CHILD TO 

IF YOU HAVE CONCERNS



The first step of treatment is to develop a simple sensory programme which will

help your child to listen better, be calmer and more focused and thereby

prepare him for a speech and language programme of activities.
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MOVEMENT SENSE ACTIVITIES will help your child to concentrate and focus.

Activities are suitable for children of 3 years and over.

If your child is seeking lots of movement

activities then encourage him to:

Swing on a swing set (with support if

required)

Use a space-hopper, sit’n’spin,

trampoline (under supervision)

If your child avoids movement

activities/experiences then he will benefit

from:

Encourage him to slide with assistance

Encourage him to swing gently in a

back and forth action with assistance

with lots of deep pressure hugs

TREAT YOUR CHILD’S SENSORY SKILLS SO THAT HE/SHE CAN

BENEFIT FROM A SPEECH & LANGUAGE PROGRAMME
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TOUCH SENSE ACTIVITIES help your child to be less fidgety, calmer

and more focused.

Children who avoid touch tend to

perceive it as negative, harmful

and even painful.

If your child avoids touch experiences then

do the following:

Firm, predictable touch is favourable

Deep-pressure massage on the skin

After both time, use deep-pressure

massage to towel dry

When cutting nails, provide deep-

pressure on the tip of each finger prior

to cutting the nail. The same technique

can be used when washing or brushing

hair.

Children who seek lots of touch are often not

perceiving it accurately and therefore crave

touch to get more information.

Play with clay, sand, finger-paints and

play dough i.e. lots of different tactile

experiences.

Hide objects in bags of rice and try to

find object without looking

Sandwiching between two cushions or

children. Always ensure that your child’s

head is out
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SENSE OF TASTE (mouth)

If you find that your child is reluctant to put

things in his mouth, picky feeder etc, try the

following:

Deep-pressure massage with your finger

on the lips, tongue and palate

Opportunities to try lots of different foods

Fun sucking an blowing activities e.g.

blowing bubbles, balloons, respiratory

toys

Use electronic toothbrush firmly on

tongue and palate i.e. roof of the mouth

Encourage a variety of food textures

and tastes e.g. eating lemon,

peppermint, salty and spicy foods.

If you find that your child is eager to put a

lot of things in his mouth; including non-food

items, do the following:
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BODY ACTIVITIES

All children tend to enjoy and benefit from body activities, so it is a good idea to

incorporate some body activities into your sensory programme.

Some examples of body activities are:

Play push-and-pull games

Digging in sand and carrying buckets of sand

Bouncing on a space-hopper

Help you carry groceries, taking rubbish out, hoovering etc

And at school your child can do body activities by becoming teacher’s helper

Body activities are calming and organising. 

How? Information from your muscles and joints helps to organise your nervous system.
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THERAPEUTIC LISTENING

If your child presents with difficulty on the auditory section of the sensory checklist, we

have found the best approach is to follow a Therapeutic Listening    programme as

devised by a qualified practitioner.

Therapeutic Listening is a form of sound therapy that combines sound stimulation with

other sensory integrative technique to stimulate brain processing.’ Frick et al. 1993.

Our experience has shown that Therapeutic Listening    can develop attention and

listening skills, comprehension of language, ability to produce phrases and sentences and

articulation.

TM

TM

CREATE A HOME PROGRAMME TO DEVELOP 

YOUR CHILD’S SPEECH AND LANGUAGE SKILLS

TM
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HOW DOES THERAPEUTIC LISTENING    WORK?

Generally listening takes place at home i.e. a ‘home-programme’, where your child will

listen to modified classical music over headphones. 

The programmes takes place 5-7 days per week. The programme generally runs for 30

minutes approximately twice per day.

SENSORY-PROGRAMME GUIDELINES

It is important that the sensory programme is implemented two weeks prior to the

introduction of the speech and language programme. 

This will help your child to be calmer, more focused and more ready to learn speech and

language skills.

The sensory programme should continue for up to two months and longer to help your

child to remain calm, focused and learning language.

TM

A specific therapeutic Listening programme is devised by your Therapist i.e.

Speech and Language.



Always be face to face when speaking to your child

Allow your child to lead you to activities that he enjoys

Use simple gesture to aid comprehension

Simplify your language e.g. if your child is using two-word phrases then at regular

intervals throughout the day use 2-3 word phrases

Give lots of choices using objects e.g. do you want juice or milk?

Repetition is so important – children learn through repetition
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We are now at the point where you can create your own ‘tailor-made’ home

programme for your child. 

Please use activities that will suit your child from the relevant section.

GENERAL GUIDELINES

(refer to word-phrase list below)
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FUN ATTENTION AND LISTENING ACTIVITIES

0 – 3 YEARS

Encourage regular quiet times – no

television or radio

Sing a quiet song or look at a simple

picture book together

Sing simple action songs, leaving a gap

for your child to listen and fill-in

Play peek-a-boo games

Encourage your child to listen to sounds

in the environment e.g. the bird singing,

phone ringing etc
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Encourage quiet times with the television

and radio off

Encourage your child to listen and name

sounds in his environment

Create a tape of environmental sounds

– encourage your child to listen and

name

Musical chairs

Play ‘stop and go’ games

Encourage your child to sit and play with

an activity or game e.g. simple puzzle

until it is complete

FUN ATTENTION AND LISTENING ACTIVITIES

3 - 5 YEARS
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FUN ATTENTION AND LISTENING ACTIVITIES

5 - 7 YEARS

Encourage regular quiet times with the television and radio off

Create a listening tape of environmental sounds and encourage your child to listen

and name

Play games such as ‘Simon says’ and ‘follow the leader’

Place five objects on the table and encourage your child to find three or four of

them

Read books together. Ask questions as you are going along to ensure that your child

understands the text.
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PLAY/SOCIAL SKILLS

0 - 3 YEARS

Peek-a-boo games, Where’s Simon?....

there you are

Cause-effect toys

Imitation games

Early nursery rhymes and action songs

Make up songs together

Encourage play with everyday objects

Early pretend play e.g. using toy

phone, doll’s cup etc

Encourage your child to look at you, engage and interact during play activities
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Building on early play/social activities, encourage your child to play with miniature

objects e.g. cars, animals and people

Encourage more pretend play and pretend play sequences, using favourite

characters, puppets, and dressing-up

Begin to introduce the idea that one object can symbolise another

Dress-up games are great fun

Have fun with puppets

Introduce feelings and emotions through play

PLAY/SOCIAL SKILLS

3 - 5 YEARS
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PLAY/SOCIAL SKILLS

5 - 7 YEARS

Again building on earlier activities:

Encourage more elaborate play

sequences, including favourite

characters

Ask questions to encourage

development of ideas, solutions and the

plot in general

Create fun obstacles to your child’s play

so that he must provide solutions

Encourage dress-up games
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FUN ORAL MOTOR ACTIVITIES
These activities are critical to improve the clarity of your child’s speech.

Encourage ‘fun’ blowing activities e.g. bubbles, balloons, whistles, musical

instruments

Encourage sucking through straws – vary thickness of straws

Make-up action songs for articulators e.g. this is the way we move our lips and

tongue

Play ‘face’ games, which encourage different facial expressions, including different

lip shapes

Encourage your child to play ‘copycat’, imitating your ever changing tongue and

lip movements
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Please refer to the DVD for more direct work on articulation i.e. Hannah’s 

articulation programme.

Articulation – What can you do at home?

Encourage ‘quiet-times’ at home i.e. no television or radio. Encourage your child to

listen to quiet sounds e.g. the wind blowing, and louder sounds e.g. the birds singing

Be a good model for your child e.g. when he says a word incorrectly say ‘that’s right,

that is a cow’. It is important that he feels he is succeeding!

Sometimes when you are saying a word that he finds difficult, exaggerate and

extend the word to make it easier for him to imitate to make sentences

spontaneously.

Why? Because you want your child to feel that he is already successful using language

and then speech activities can be much more fun and less imitating.
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Name and point to everything for your child, so that he becomes familiar with object

names etc

Ask ‘where’s Dad?, ‘where’s your shoes?’, if your child is not looking towards the

person or object names, then point specifically to the object or person and name.

When playing with farm animals ask ‘where’s the cow, sheep?’etc

Always combine simple gesture with your words to help your child to understand

Use a pretend post-box, containing 6 common objects to encourage your child to

name and comprehend

Develop a simple scrapbook together and simple books

Sing nursery rhymes and action songs together

Look at simple, fun books together

FUN COMPREHENSION ACTIVITIES

0 - 3 YEARS
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FUN COMPREHENSION ACTIVITIES

3 - 5 YEARS

Encourage your child to help in the

house e.g. put the cup on the table

or put your shoes under the bed. As

your child succeeds increase the

complexity of the instruction

Hide’n’Seek games

Simple version of ‘Simon says’.

Simple version of ‘Follow the leader’

Again developing a scrapbook and

reading books together is so

important
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FUN COMPREHENSION ACTIVITIES

5 - 7 YEARS

Encourage your child to carryout more complex instructions e.g. put the cup on the

table, put your coat behind the chair and put your shoes in the bag.

Play games such as Simon-says’ or ‘Follow the leader’

Place six objects on a tray and ask your child to ‘find the cup, the spoon and the

ball’. Continue to increase the complexity of the instruction when your child is

achieving success.

Read books together – ask questions regularly to ensure that your child understands

the text.
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FUN EXPRESSIVE ACTIVITIES

0 - 3 YEARS

Look at different pop-up, pull-out and textured picture books together

Make simple books with one object one each page e.g. ball, cup, shoe etc

Sing nursery rhymes and action songs together leaving a space at end of the

sentence for your child to fill-in

Imitate environmental sounds e.g. car and animal sounds, encourage your child to

do the same

Imitate and extend your child’s words and phrases

Use daily routines to encourage your child to use words and phrases
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FUN EXPRESSIVE ACTIVITIES

3 - 5 YEARS

Create a scrapbook together – 3-4 pictures per page, sit with your child and

encourage him to name and talk about pictures

Make-up songs together e.g. Charlie is jumping Charlie is on the trampoline

Play posting games – posting action pictures into a homemade post box e.g. the boy

is running, the girl is falling

Play ‘Hide’n’Seek’ games with favourite toys. Encourage your child to hid a toy and

then ask ‘is the ball on the table or under the table?’

Look at books together, ask ‘what is teddy doing?’ etc
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FUN EXPRESSIVE ACTIVITIES

5 - 7 YEARS

Building on earlier activities

Develop a scrapbook that includes lots of categories e.g. vehicles, animals, furniture

etc.

Play fun pretend play games together, encouraging your child to describe what

Spiderman is doing etc

Play picture sequence stories

Play descriptive word games e.g. I’m thinking of a piece of furniture with four legs

and...... what is it?

Encourage your child to describe what happened at school, in the park etc

Building on earlier activities:
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READING AND SPELLING ACTIVITIES

3 - 5 YEARS

Play rhyming games e.g. make up

rhymes or sing songs that rhyme

Look at books that include lots of

rhymes e.g. Dr. Seuss

Enjoy looking at books together

Introduce a specific phonics system to

your child e.g. Letterland phonics

system.

Always use the same system that is to

be used at school.

Play ‘I spy’ something beginning with

‘ppp’ or ‘ttt’
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READING AND SPELLING ACTIVITIES

5 - 7 YEARS

Fun rhyming and sound play games e.g.

can you think of three things that begin

with ‘t’

‘I spy’ games

Read together – encourage your child

to choose books which he will enjoy

Paired reading – read together

Take turns at reading
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